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From the author of the landmark Secret Teachings of All Ages comes two classic works on the

mysterious origins and unique mission of America: The Secret Destiny of America and

Americaâ€™s Assignment with Destiny. Focusing on often-forgotten moments in history, Manley P.

Hall proposes that there was a Great Plan put forth one thousand years before our nationâ€™s

founding: humanistic and mystical organizations wished for the continent to be the location for an

experiment in self-government and religious freedom. As one of the leading esoteric scholars of the

twentieth century, Hall offers an intriguing view of our past, discussing everything from the

symbolism of the Great Seal of the U.S. to the prophecy announced at George Washingtonâ€™s

birth.
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The Philosophical Research Society is a nonprofit organization founded in 1934 for the purpose of

assisting thoughtful persons to live more graciously and constructively in a confused and troubled

world. The Society is entirely free from educational, political, or ecclesiastical control. Dedicated to

an idealistic approach to the solution of human problems, the Society's program stresses the need

for the integration of religion, philosophy, and the science of psychology into one system of

instruction. The goal of this instruction is to enable the individual to develop a mature philosophy of

life, to recognize his proper responsibilities and opportunities, and to understand and appreciate his

place in the unfolding universal pattern. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of



this title.

Back in print at last, America's place in the essential progress of civilization is emphasized as the

story unfolds of how our continent was set aside for the great experiment of enlightened

self-government. Drawing upon often neglected fragments of history, evidence is presented which

indicates that the seeds of this plan for the founding of America were planted one thousand years

before the beginning of the Christian era. Whether discussing the symbolism of the Great Seal of

the U.S.S or the mysterious stranger who swayed the signers of the Declaration of Independence,

here is a book sure to fascinate. It shows how the brilliant plan of the ancients, concealed from the

common view, has survived to the present day and will continue to function until the great work is

accomplished. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

In my humble opinion, this is a book that should be required reading for every student grades 6-12

in every school world wide. It presents the long-forgotten three-fold unity of knowledge, the very

foundation of education, which in intrinsic to any healthy, harmonious and functioning society, of

which one is extremely hard pressed to find in today's 21st century.

Manly P. Hall introduces a very interesting theory in this book. I do not wish to ruin the book for

people who wish to buy it, but to sum it up - the Colonization of North America was not some

mistake. It's worth the read if you are interested in American history.

I bought this book for a friend and he seems to like it. I have not read it so I can't comment first

hand.

American true origins

Good Book

Hall's the expert.

Great book

If you want to be inspired, filled with purpose, and marvel at the vision of men who sacrificed of



themselves so that humanity could benefit for generations to come... read Manly P. Hall
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